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Exploring Empathy
How do you think these characters are feeling?
Have you ever felt that way? If so, when? What were you doing?
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When It Rains on Your Parade
The Everybody Club is a happy book. No one seems to have any problems. 
But real life isn’t often like that! Things don’t always go according to plan. 
We might have arguments. We might feel disappointed or angry or sad. No 
matter what, we’re STILL members of the Everybody Club, but we’ll get a lot 
more done (and have more fun) if we can figure out good ways to deal with 
bad feelings.  

Here are some things that DIDN’T happen in this book. For each one,  
describe how you would feel in that situation. Then think of what you might 
say or do to make it better. 

You want a badge, but there aren’t any more!  

 

 

 

 

You want to help with the hammering, but you can’t  
because you’re too little.

 

 

 

 

Your friends aren’t helping you make invitations the way  
they said they would. 
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Some of the big kids are making fun of the  
Everybody Club.

 

 

 

 

Uh oh. The parade is about to begin, and it’s  
starting to rain!

 

 

 

 

 

Can you think of any other challenges that could take 
place?
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Tell Your Own  
Everybody Club Story
In this book, the characters had fun gathering everyone together for a  
parade. What are some other activities an Everybody Club could do? 
Write or draw your own Everybody Club story! 

(Go to the next page if you’d rather work on paper without lines.)
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Tell Your Own  
Everybody Club Story
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Design It Yourself
What would YOUR Everybody Club  
badge look like? How about your  
banner or flag?
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Make a Model
What would YOUR Everybody Club float look like? If you can’t build  
a float for real, make a model!  

Look around your home or classroom to see what materials you can use. 
See the list on the left to get some ideas. (Be sure to ask permission from 
an adult before using any supplies!)

Use this space to sketch how you want your Everybody Club float to 
look, or else draw a picture of it after you’ve built it.

boxes of all kinds

 empty food containers

 unopened cans

  your own toys

folders or notebooks

baskets

popsicle sticks

 construction paper
streamers

stickers

tape

yarn, string, or twine

  paper towels

 tissue paper
doll blankets

hand towels

hair bands
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Found Sounds
1. Find the words that rhyme:          

2. Find the words with a “p” sound:          
 

3. Find the words with a “sh” sound:         

4. Find the words with a long “a” sound (as in “day”):       

1. snip/clip/flip; blow/show; whirl/twirl 2. plan, paint, pound; snip, clip,  jump, flip 3. wish, shake, show 4. paint, shake
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Animal Search
How many of these animals or birds can you find in The Everybody Club?  
When you find one, put a check mark in the corner! ✓✓


